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LATEST UPDATES FROM THE CLOUD ACCOUNTING EXPERTS

BUSINESS UPDATE
'Its time to change to the dynamic
environment that is the cloud'

For many of us working remotely has
highlighted further the strength of cloud
accounting software like Xero Practice
Manager
We've seen a real shift in attitude towards
cloud accounting during the last few
months. Online meetings are now the norm,
clients are looking at technology to
automate processes and minimise labour
costs and accountants who were operating
on server based systems have realised it's
time to change to the dynamic environment
that is the cloud.
The work anywhere ability of these cloud
based systems and our dashboards has
meant that partners and directors can
monitor the health of their practice without
stepping foot in the office.
If you're a practice that loves Xero and
wants to look at being fully cloud based, get
in touch

THE FULL PRACTICE DASHBOARDS

Join us for a joint webinar with Practice Ignition and SuiteFiles, our XPM guru Sam King will talk you
through our app stack and demonstrate the full automation you can get when using these apps
Processes and Technology are the two most important elements of running an accounting practice and
now more than ever it’s key that you run your business in the cloud.
The most seamless process possible is Practice Ignition > XPM > SuiteFiles > Power BI.
In the webinar you'll uncover how to:
✔ Standardise your processes
✔ Invest in tech that removes human resources
✔Choose best of breed tech that integrates

REGISTER HERE
https://lnkd.in/dAdaE6i

We can now give a better
client service by freeing up
our time to give a higher
level of services, this has
been a key part of our
firm’s cultural shift rather
than being compliancefocused.
Olly Evans -Director, Evans
& Partners
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